For Inmate Telephones and Visitations

**Note:** Visitors can use their IC Solutions account.

**Powered by the Evendo Platform:**

**The Visitor:**

**IC Solutions\^\textregistered**

---

**Once confirmed, click Done to exit.**

**Change to accept or click Edit to make any changes.**

**Confirm all information is correct then click “New Visit Session.”**

**The cost of the OFSITeE visit will vary by facility.**

**OFFSITE visits are offered on a Windows computer, conducted from a visitor’s Windows computer.**

**The facility is monitored visitation area.**

**Person Contact** and **Non-Person Contact** of an OFFSITE visit will vary by facility. The cost and length of time will vary.**

**Schedule a visit and conduct a visit at a time convenient for you and your visiting friends.**

**The Visitor** provides friends, family, and members of your institution with the ability to login to your IC Solutions account.

**Log into your IC Solutions account and under the visitor section, you can schedule and conduct a visit at a time convenient for you and your visiting friends.**

**Additional tips:**

- Schedule your visit in advance.
- Bring identification to the facility.
- Be prepared for security checks.
- Follow the facility’s visitation guidelines.